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Streszczenie pracy: 

 

 

 Niniejsza praca dyplomowa obejmuje zagadnienia dotyczące wytwarzania cienkich i zwartych 

warstw elektrolitu na porowatych podłożach, przy wykorzystaniu nowatorskiej techniki nadruku 

sitowego. Elektrolit jak i porowate podłoże (membrana) są elementami nowego rodzaju ogniw 

paliwowych o nazwie „IDEAL-Cell” (Innovative Dual mEmbrAne fueL Cell) wymyślonych 

i opatentowanych przez naukowców z Centre des Materiaux Mines Paris, ParisTech w Evry. 

 Ogniwo typu IDEAL-Cell będące jak dotąd prototypem, jest innowacyjnym rozwiązaniem w tej 

dziedzinie, które umożliwia ewakuację produktu reakcji chemicznej (poprzez specjalną porowatą 

membranę) ze struktury urządzenia bez spadku sprawności układu, co ma miejsce w standardowych 

ogniwach paliwowych. 

 Celem pracy było znalezienie i optymalizacja parametrów produkcji, które pozwolą w jednym 

procesie technologicznym na otrzymanie zwartych i cienkich warstw elektrolitu BCY15 na porowatym 

podłożu membrany odprowadzającej.  

 W niniejszej pracy przedstawiono wyniki badań układów warstwa-membrana wykonanych 

z proszków ceramicznych wykazujących przewodnictwo jonowe w podwyższonych temperaturach. 

Zakres prac obejmował badania: skaningową mikroskopię elektronową proszków, termograwimetrię 

proszków, analizę rentgenowską proszków, wpływ prędkości nadruku na jakość wytwarzanych 

warstw z zawiesin proszku BCY15 oraz skaningową mikroskopię elektronową i analizę rentgenowską 

spieków (warstwa-membrana) wykonanych z tych proszków. Na podstawie przeprowadzonych badań 

scharakteryzowano trzy rodzaje materiału BCY15 oraz wykonano jakościową analizę (SEM) układów 

warstwa-membrana poddanych różnym parametrom spiekania.  Analiza proszków miała na celu 

wyselekcjonowanie cech tych materiałów wpływających na ich spiekalność. Charakterystykę 

mikrostruktury wytworzonych spieków warstwa-membrana określono na podstawie obserwacji 

przekrojów poprzecznych tych układów. 

 Zestawienie wyników pozwoliło ocenić przydatność proszków do zastosowań na zwarte 

i cienkie spieki elektrolitów oraz wybrać najlepsze parametry spiekania umożliwiające wytworzenie 

zwartych filmów na porowatym podłożu. 

 

 

Słowa kluczowe: projekt IDEAL-Cell, ogniwa paliwowe, przewodnictwo jonowe, elektrolit, proszek 
BCY15, druk sitowy, spiekanie 
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Abstract: 

 

 

 This master thesis covers the issues related to the manufacture of thin and dense electrolyte 

layers on porous substrates, using innovative screen-printing technique. Electrolyte and porous 

substrate (membrane) are parts of the new type of fuel cell called "IDEAL-Cell" (Innovative Dual 

mEmbrAne fueL Cell) invented and patented by researchers at the Centre des Materiaux Mines Paris, 

ParisTech in Evry. 

 An IDEAL-Cell prototype is an innovative solution in this field of engineering, which allows 

evacuation product of chemical reaction (through the porous membrane) from the structure of the 

device without decrease it efficiency.   

 The aim of this study was to find and optimize production parameters that allow in single 

technological process obtain dense and thin electrolyte layers of BCY15 on a porous membrane. 

 This thesis presents the results of layer-membrane systems made of ions conductive ceramic 

powders working at high temperatures. The scope of the work included: scanning electron 

microscopy of the powders, thermogravimetric analysis of the powders, X-ray diffraction analysis of 

the powders, the squeegee velocity effect on the quality of the printed layers made of BCY15 

suspension and scanning electron microscopy and X-ray analysis of the sintered systems 

(layer-membrane) made from these powders. Studies allowed to characterize three different 

powders BCY15 and make qualitative analysis (using SEM) of the systems layer-membrane sintered 

with various parameters. The aim of the powders analysis was to determine their parameters 

affecting their sinterability. The microstructures quality of the layer-membrane systems were 

characterized based on the SEM observations of the cross-sections of these systems. 

 Summary of the results allowed to valuate powders suitability for applications on a compact 

and thin sintered layers of electrolytes. It also helped to choose the best sintering parameters to 

produce dense films and porous substrate in a single manufacturing process. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: project „IDEAL-Cell”, fuel cells, ionic conductance, electrolyte, powder BCY15, screen 
printing, sintering 
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1. The Centre des Matériaux Pierre-Marie Fourt 

 

The Centre des Matériaux (CdM) in Evry is a research and academic institution which was 

founded in 1967 through a joint initiative of the Ecole des Mines de Paris (Mines ParisTech) 

and the SNECMA Corporation (SAFRAN group). The CdM directly depends on the Ministry of 

Economy, Finances and Employment. Moreover Materials Center is associated to the most 

important academic research agency in France, the CNRS, as a Mixed Research Unit (UMR 

7633, Department of Sciences for the Engineer) and is a member of the Paris Region 

Federation on Mechanics of Materials, Structures and Processing [1]. 

 

Currently, the number of employees is 189 persons, including 39 faculty members, 57 

engineers, administrative and technicians (ITAs) and 93 PhD students and interns. The CdM 

carries out scientific research on topics of industrial interest which covers a wide range of 

areas starting with numerical models to describe the materials behaviour through the 

materials development until the manufacturing processes [1]. 

 

To carry out fully professional research, the Centre des Matériaux has at it disposal a lot 

of high-powered scientific equipments for elaboration of advanced materials, 

microstructural and physical or chemistry analyses (optical microscopes, Scanning Electron 

Microscopes, Transmission Electron Microscopes), mechanical testing as well as 

multiprocessor computers for numerical simulation. Furthermore workshop is located in the 

center as well and provides services on different testing devices. 

 

The research program in the Centre des Matériaux is divided into five scientific divisions: 

Composites, Adhesion and Microstructure (CAM), High-Temperature Behaviour of Materials 

(CHT), Behaviour and Design of Structures (COCAS), Mechanics and Materials (MM) and 

Surfaces, Interfaces and Processes (SIP). 

 

During my work in Centre des Materiaux Pierre-Marie Fourt, which lasted more than four 

months, I was a member of the SIP division coordinated by Alain THOREL. 
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2. Introduction 

 

In the 21st century (called by someone – the “age of computerization”) the biggest 

mankind problem concerns the constant growing of the energy demand all over the world. 

Through the last hundred years, the human race learned how to convert different types of 

resource for the “production” of energy and use this latter to supply different devices that 

every day simplifies their lives. Nowadays nobody can imagine the daily tasks without 

computers, internet, cars or phones, but not everyone knows that these devices need huge 

amount of energy to operate efficiently. The benefits we experience from the use of energy 

are so large and profitable that mankind built a global network of energy extraction, 

processing and distribution. 

 

Thanks to the global energy revolution, human lives became simpler, more comfortable 

and what is important, it can last longer. Because of that impact, our global population was 

doubled from 3 billion to 6 billion in less than fifty years and is still growing. With such a 

rapid population growth, energy consumption is growing even faster. To fulfill such a 

requirement, mankind has to take out more and more natural resources. Unfortunately, 

renewable sources of energy like wind, water, biomass or solar, which are considered as 

inexhaustible, are not sufficiently and efficiently exploited to cover the demand of the whole 

World. The figure 1 illustrates the trend of the growth curve of the world's energy 

consumption. 

 

 

Figure 1. World energy consumption curve in terajoules [2] 
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As illustrated in figure 1, consumption of natural energy sources will increase so much in 

few decades that in a short time they might be used up. That is why, since many years all 

over the World, the best scientific institutions like the Centre des Matériaux launch research 

programs in order to investigate new ways of “producing” energy using renewable 

resources. One of such projects, so-called “IDEAL-Cell” (for Innovative Dual mEmbrAne fueL 

Cell [3,4]), is an European project from the FP7 (seventh framework program) in which I 

participated during my internship. The idea of this project was on Alain THOREL’s initiative 

and developed in cooperation with a consortium of 9 partners, academics and industrials 

from European countries. In 2007, the European Union decided to fund this project, and so 

collaborators began an intensive study. This project aims at developing a new concept of fuel 

cell that combines all the advantages of both existing SOFC (Solid Oxide Fuel Cell) and PCFC 

(Proton Ceramic Fuel Cell) devices while evading their drawbacks that are linked to the 

presence of water at one of the electrodes. Figure 2 represents this innovative concept. 
 

 

Figure 2. Scheme of the IDEAL-Cell concept 

 

The IDEAL-Cell concept is based on the junction between elements “running smoothly” 

from both the PCFC and SOFC, and more precisely the anode side of the PCFC and the 

cathode side of the SOFC through a porous and mixed ion-conducting (H+ and O2-) central 

membrane (CM). On the porous anode side (in blue), hydrogen is oxidized, so the created 

flow of protons (H+) migrates towards the PCFC electrolyte (in green) whereas electrons are 

conducted towards an external circuit. On the porous cathode side (in red), oxygen reacts 

with electrons coming from the anode side to create oxygen ions (O2-) which diffuse through 

the SOFC electrolyte (also in green). Both H+ and O2- ions meet in the porous central 

membrane (CM) where they react to form water molecules that are continuously evacuated. 
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The CM must have a high density of active sites (so-called Triple Phase Boundary [TPB] 

segments) to enhance kinetics of O2- and H+ ions recombination and to form water. 

Moreover, the structure of the CM has to be porous to make easier and faster evacuation of 

the water formed. As illustrated in figure 2, the fabrication of IDEAL-Cell appears to be 

simple but actually it requires many years of experience and research in materials 

engineering. 

One of the uppermost objectives of the IDEAL-Cell project concerned in optimizing each 

compartments (anode, CM and cathode) of the cell which is built up from a succession of 

layers with varying microstructure and composition. To reach this objective, the newest ions 

conducting materials were used, such as a BaCe0.85Y0.15O3-δ + Ni (BCY15 + Ni) composite for 

the anode, La0.4Sr0.6Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ (LSCF48) for the cathode, and BaCe0.85Y0.15O3-δ (BCY15) for 

both electrolytes and the CM (in the case of a monolithic concept where the central part is 

made of only one composition). The objective of my work at the Centre des Matériaux was 

to create an experimental procedure, fast and reproducible, that allows to deposit a thick 

(10-15 μm) and dense BCY15 electrolyte layer onto a BCY15 or BCY15/LSCF48 composite 

substrate, using a low-cost and simple shaping process. 

 

3. Objective 

During this work, the coating process so-called screen printing was used for the 

deposition of thin and dense (a necessary condition) BCY15 electrolytes onto porous 

(a necessary condition) central membrane in the form of millimetric thick substrates – two 

different microstructures (layer and substrate) had to be obtain in one sintering process. 

To attain this objective, three BCY15 powders (coming from Marion Technologies and 

CerPoTech societies) having different characteristics in terms of granulometry and 

morphology, as varying parameters, were used. On this basis, process parameters had to be 

optimized in order to obtain the densest and thin layer on the sufficiently porous substrate.  

In order to ensure a technological transfer of the IDEAL-Cell concept, researchers have to 

prepare a fast, reproducible and low-cost shaping procedure that consumes the least 

amount of raw materials (for environmental reasons). In this context, my research was a 

continuation of the Joao ABREU’s thesis [3] that contributes to the first development of 

IDEAL-Cell components at the Centre des Materiaux. 
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4. Literature review 

 

Fuel cells offer great perspectives as a clean and efficient source of electrical energy, this 

latter being produced from the chemical reaction between a fuel and oxidant. For example, 

a SOFC can reach 50% of electrical efficiency [5] and more than 80% when the heat 

produced by the chemical reaction is recovered (the cogeneration) [6]. Moreover some of 

the fuel cells do not require the use of pure hydrogen and can operates with fuels like 

natural gas, biogas, diesel, LPG, methanol, ethanol or other substances rich in hydrogen. 

 

One of the most important issues for fuel cells production are costs. Economically, the 

most important requirement is the final price of 1 kW that can be produced from the energy 

source. That factor depends on many variables like: price of the equipment, price of the fuel, 

costs of maintaining, taxes, time and cost of the working force, efficiency, etc… These 

parameters are useful to assess if the energy source is marketable or not [3, 7]. The table 1 

gathers the price of 1 kW of electrical energy produced by different types of energy sources. 

 

Table 1. Comparison of different parameters from different generation systems [3]. 

 
 

From the engineering point of view, some other features are more interesting than 

profitability. The important requirements for fuel cell that can be spread over all energy 

sources are performance and long term stability. Both of these parameters are correlated 

since for known fuel cells an increase of performance lead to a decrease of its life-time. That 

is why the most of the research connected with fuel cells are devoted to enhancement of 

the life-time of those systems while maintaining their high level of performances. This can be 

achieved by implementing several strategies: the most common is using better materials in 

terms of electrical properties (faster transport of ions) and stability (under corrosive 

atmospheres and/or high pressure), increasing the temperature of the system or considering 
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new architecture of cell components and cells. Nevertheless, all these solutions have some 

limits. Many researchers all over the World are trying to find the best solution in order to 

solve those problems. 

 

Since the intensive use of fuel cells, the main issue that notably limits the efficiency (and 

also the life-time) of these systems is the water formed during the operation at one of the 

electrodes, i.e. on the cathode side for the PCFC and on the anode side for the SOFC. Indeed, 

standard single cells are made of two electrodes (cathode and anode) and an electrolyte in 

between. In PCFC and SOFC, hydrogen and oxygen ions are transported through the 

electrolytes towards to the cathode and anode respectively where they react each other to 

form water molecules. So in both systems, hydrogen and oxygen are always diluted with 

water which has the effect to decrease the overall electrical efficiency. The maximum 

convertible chemical energy that can be obtained from these devices is given by the change 

of Gibbs free energy. For the standard chemical reaction that takes place in fuel cells, ΔG° is 

presented by formula (1): 

 

 
[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]βα

δγ
o

BA

DC
lnRTΔGΔG

××−=  (1) 

 

This formula informs us that the free energy ΔG° of the cell (so its efficiency as well) 

strongly depends on the concentration of the reactants (A and B in formula 1) and the 

products (C and D in formula 1). That is the reason why an efficient evacuation of water from 

the system is so important to increase performance of the cell [3]. In standard fuel cells, 

water is in steam state and can be only evacuated through the porous network of the 

electrodes. So, this state of facts leads to the problem where the reactant and product must 

be simultaneously transported through the electrodes in the opposite directions. As a result, 

water causes dilution of the fuel (or the oxidant) and blocks intrinsic defects which should be 

available and active sites to allow the fuel (or the oxidant) oxidation (or reduction) [8,9]. 

Another strategy to improve performances of fuel cells is the use of new electrolyte 

materials which allow easier ions transportation and also are more resistant to the 

environment in which they work (in hydrogen and oxygen on the anode and cathode sides 

respectively). In an electrochemical devices, the electrolyte must block the electronic 
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conduction (to avoid a short circuit) and in the same time conduct selected ions [10]. 

Moreover this component must be chemically stable with the adjacent electrodes to avoid 

formation of secondary phases that would decrease electrical performances of the cell. 

Because fuel cells operates under temperature cycles, materials are subjected to expansion 

and contraction which cause interfacial constraints (cracking, delamination or degradation). 

If their thermal expansion coefficients are different these effects are stronger, if not such 

interface phenomena might be limited. Materials that can be used as ion conductors must 

exhibit a structure that is favorable to ions mobility. More precisely, there will be a number 

of equivalent sites for the mobile ions that are only partially occupied – these sites are used 

by ions like a mode of transport. All these sites that are orderly occupied at low 

temperatures become disordered when the temperature increases, so that a higher 

proportion of vacancies are available to facilitate transport of ions through the structure. 

Partial occupation of equivalent sites can also be obtained by non-stoichiometry by 

substituting the material with aliovalent cations to produce defects [3]. 

Based on bibliographic sources [3-10], group of scientists in the Centre des Materiaux 

developed an innovative concept of a high temperature fuel cell which architecture will 

evade all the drawbacks linked to the presence of water at one of the electrodes of both 

existing PCFC and SOFC. In addition, researchers have tested and selected materials having 

the best properties in terms of ionic conductivity [3,4]. 

All these reported studies [3-10] helped me in selecting material and developing 

processes in the course of my internship which goal is to deposit a thick and dense 

electrolyte layer of BCY15 onto a porous electrode made of LSCF48 or a BCY15/LSCF48 

composite. 

 

The shaping process that was retained during my internship to produce semi-thick BCY15 

layers on the surface of base material was the screen printing technique. Since the setting up 

of this latter in clothing industry showed simplicity, repeatability and high productivity, it 

was widely used for many application in others industries and research centers [11]. 

For screen printing technique, and more generally for shaping techniques, several 

parameters have a significant impact on the characteristics of the deposited layer and are 

easy to monitor thanks to the setting of the automation technology of such equipment. First 

value is the offset which correspond to the distance between the patterned screen and the 
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surface of the substrate; there is no precise technique to measure that distance however a 

standard value of 1 mm have been accepted [11] according to the literature. The big 

precision of the offset is not required but its value can change the state of final coatings. 

That is why this parameter will be a constant in the course of our experiment. On the one 

hand, if the distance is too long, the screen will lose its flatness which ensures the good 

quality of the deposited layers. On the other hand, if the distance is too small, the screen will 

apply a high pressure on the substrate and will cause defects of the coatings [11] – figure in 

appendix section 1. 

A second adjustment concerns the moving length of the squeegee. This value is related 

to the size of the pattern/motive of the screen. The literature [11] states that the squeegee 

should start and finish its movement at least 15 mm before and after the motive drawn on 

the screen in order to optimize the coating process. Such a calibration allows a progressive 

contact with the substrate during the printing and prevents violent unsticking of the screen 

at the end of the process. If all the parameters abovementioned are kept constant during 

the process, flat coatings with the same thickness can be obtained. Normally, in the screen 

printing devices this type of adjustment is manually performed [11]. 

The last adjustment, which has the biggest influence on the quality of the deposited 

layers is the distance between the squeegee and the screen. Before the starting up of the 

process, the squeegee do not touch the screen; as soon as the deposition process starts, the 

squeegee breaks down automatically and deform the screen. The bend of the screen allows 

for transferring the ink from the top surface of the screen to that of the substrate and then 

to apply the coating. This parameter is easily controlled by means of micrometric screws. 

Nevertheless, this adjustment cannot be carried out without substrate because the whole 

process is manually performed. The procedure to follow is [11,12] as detailed below: 

 

a. Place the substrate in correct position (just under the motive of the screen); 

b. Locate the squeegee above the substrate and bring it down to allow contact 

with the screen; 

c. Using the micrometers screws on the top of the squeegee holder set up the 

correct distance between this latter and the screen - the screen should come 

into contact with the surface of substrate. 
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For each experiments, this abovementioned simple and fast procedure should be carried 

out to provide high quality and reproducible coatings [11,12]. The last important process 

that I have had to consider during my research was the heat treatment of the green coating, 

that is to say the layer containing the ceramic material and the organic components which 

must be decomposed to obtain the desired layer. Before that, substrates that will host the 

coating must be prepared. 

In order to fabricate porous or dense ion-conducting materials, sintering parameters 

extracted from the annual progress reports of IDEAL-Cell were implemented. Indeed, these 

“grind” data are the result of 4 years of intensive work on the shaping of fuel cell 

components and will be used as starting point [3, 4]. These references state that porous 

substrate anodes were sintered at 1100°C for 5 hours with a heating rate of 2 °C/min [3]. 

Furthermore, in the later stages of the project, other sintering parameters have been 

successfully tested. One of the IDEAL-Cell reports [4] states that porous anode pellets can 

also be fabricated even at higher temperature 1100 °C to 1400 °C, however a higher content 

of graphite as porogen must be added to the mixture. One of the tests was run out using 

sintering temperature of 1450°C with holding time of 5 hours and heating rate of 2°C/min 

[4]. From additional external sources [13], I found that BaCeO3-based materials were 

sintered even at higher temperature. On this basis, heating step of 5 °C/min until 1500 °C, 

and holding time of 5 hours were applied. According to the results this values provides quite 

dense and well sintered pellets.  

During my research, several sintering parameters were particularly emphasized since 

they are likely to affect the microstructure of the pellets or the coating. 

 

To sum up, the bibliographic review provided important information about 

fabrication of fuel cells by stacking the different layers with the appropriate microstructure. 

In this respect, literature sources pointed out fabrication methodology for the cell 

components. Unfortunately, bibliography provides information mostly about manufacturing 

of pellets but not about layers. 
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5. Materials and experimental procedures 

 
In this chapter, all characteristics of materials, which were investigated and used in the 

course of this internship, are presented. Moreover, this part reports all processes 

implemented to obtain a powder that gives rise to the appropriate layer after its deposition. 

Picture below presents scheme of research: 
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BCY15/007 

Powder 
BCY15/008 

Powder 
BCY15/CPT 
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Sintering parameters of the samples 

Sintering temperatures: 

T=1200 oC, 1300 oC, 1400 oC, 1500oC 

Sintering times: 

t=3h, 4h, 6h, 9h 

Tests of the raw powders 

Tests of sinters 
SEM analysis of the 
sintered layers and 

substrates 

X-ray diffraction 
analysis of the sintered 
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5.1 Materials 

 

As it was mentioned before, the main goal of my work is to deposit the thinnest and 

densest layer of the BCY15 proton-conducting material. Based on the PhD work of Joao 

ABREU’s [3] and the previous investigation made at the Centre des Matériaux (CdM) [4] in 

the field of PCFC, the best material for such an application is BaCe0.85Y0.15O3-δ (BCY15). 

During my internship, yttrium-doped BaCeO3 pulverulent materials were supplied by two 

different companies. BCY15/007 and BCY15/008 were provided by Marion Technologies 

(MT) and BCY15 by a Norwegian company CerPoTech - further called using the 

abbreviation – CPT. 

Based on the technical data provided by these companies, all the powder compositions 

were confirmed by X-ray diffraction (figures 3, 4 and 5). Moreover, powders were compared 

based on their particle size distribution (table 2). 

 

 

Figure 3. X-Ray diffraction pattern of BCY15/007 provided by MT. 
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The X-ray diffraction patterns, displayed in figure 3, 4 and 5, reveal that the major phase 

in each powder is BaCe0.85Y0.15O3-δ (peaks indicated with red asterisks). Other peaks (marked 

with green asterisks) correspond to secondary phases (i.e. BaCO3 and CeO2) which are 

considered as unreacted components or decomposition products. In this case, all powders 

were heat treated again above 1000 °C to allow undesirable phases to react together and to 

form the major phase BCY15. 

Based on the peaks intensity, it can be concluded that the amount of BaCO3 or CeO2 is 

almost negligible with respect to the quantity of the main phase. That is why it can be 

considered that the secondary phases do not have any significant influence on the powder 

properties. 
 

 
Figure 4. X-Ray diffraction of BCY15/008 provided by MT. 

 
Figure 5. X-Ray diffraction of BCY15 supplied by CPT. 
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Table 2. Particle size for different grades of BaCe0.85Y0.15O3-δ powders provided by manufacturers. 

 d10 d50 d90 

BCY15/007 0.15 μm 0.23 μm 0.71 μm 

BCY15/008 0.15 μm 0.21 μm 4.08 μm 

BCY15/CPT No data No data No data 

 

Table 2 presents information from manufactures about granulometry of powders 

particles. Letter dxx corresponds to the maximal diameter of particles (in micrometers) and 

subscript tells what percentage of these particles are in the whole volume of powder. 

Based on these information, the BCY15/007 powder (the granulometry indexes are 

gathered in table 2) contains 10% in volume of particles which size is below or equal to 0.15 

μm and 90% with equivalent diameter not bigger than 0.71 μm. Moreover, the particle size 

distribution displayed in figure 6 shows that the BCY15/007 powder is mainly constituted of 

three population of particles (0.20 μm, 0.60 μm and 2.0 μm). Information gathered in table 2 

and figure 6. 

Using the same types of documents delivered by Marion Technology, the BCY15/008 

powder has a particle size distribution a little bit different than the BCY15/007 one. 10% and 

90% in volume of particles have equivalent diameter less than or equal to 0.15 μm and 

4.08 μm respectively. According to figure 7, the powder contains four population of particles 

(0.20 μm, 0.65 μm, 2.0 μm) including one with a larger distribution for the biggest size.  

Such varied distribution of particles (both in BCY15/007 and 008) size should provide 

geometric arrangement which will facilitate sintering. 

 

Figure 6. Particle size distribution of the BCY15/007 powder. 
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Figure 7. Particle size distribution of the BCY15/008 powder. 

 

Unfortunately the CerPoTech Company did not provide any information about particle 

size distribution but only SEM images recorded in their laboratories figure 8 and 9. From 

these images, approximate particle size can be extracted and is between 0.60 and 3.0 μm. 

 

Figure 8. Powder BCY15/CPT – photos from CerPoTech 

 

Figure 9. Powder BCY15/CPT – photos from CerPoTech 

 

 

5.2 Types of samples 

 
 This subsection describes appearance of samples used for different tests. During the 

research three types of samples were used. 

 
• SEM observations and X-ray diffraction samples 
 

All substrates or more generally shaped samples that were handled during my work were 

in the form of pellet (figure 10). BCY15, LSCF48 powders or mixture of them (sometimes with 

the addition of graphite in order to increase the porosity) were used as base pulverulent 

materials. Cold pressing was implemented as simple shaping process to fabricate the pellet-

shaped substrates – used load was always 8 tones. Each of these latter has the same 

diameter and are made by using the same amount of powder (about 3.0 g – it allowed to 
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obtain similar dimensions for all samples). All pellets on which thin films were printed were 

always in raw form (without any heat treatment – just after shaping process). After shaping 

pellets and printing on their surfaces thin electrolyte layers, both raw parts were sintered in 

one step.  

Thin layers deposited by the screen printing technique have always are disk-shaped with 

a diameter of 10 mm (figure 10). The coating thickness was one of the unknown parameter 

to be determined during the internship, with the aim at depositing the thinnest as possible. 

 In order to explain certain phenomena some XRD and SEM studies were also carried 

out on raw form of powders placed in specials holders. 

 

Figure 10. 3D scheme of the electrode substrate onto which a thin layer of the electrolyte was deposited. 

 
 

• Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) 
 

For these experiments, all pulverulent specimens (in form of powder) were placed into a 

cylinder-shaped alumina sample holder. The powders were beforehand decarbonated at 

1100°C. After filling the vessel, sample was weighed with extremely accurate balance which 

allowed to calculate the mass of bare powder. This value allowed to estimate final mass 

changed (percentage) after TGA process.  

 

5.3 Experimental and manufacturing techniques 

 
 This subsection describe in details all manufacturing and experimental techniques 

used during the internship. You can find here all important parameters or descriptions 

necessary for better understanding their usefulness.   

 

layer 
base material 

3 [mm] 
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� Screen printing [11,14] 

The screen printing technique was 

invented in China during the Song 

Dynasty (960-1279 AD) [14] for painting 

the clothes. Nowadays the technique is 

widely used in printing, electronic and 

clothing industries because it is fast, 

repetitive and allows the use of different 

types of substrates. 

The figure 11 illustrates the typical 

screen printing equipment that I was 

using during my research. The screen printing device is constituted of three main 

components: the screen, the squeegee and the control panel (figure 11). The screen is a fine 

mesh, made of metal or polymer fibers in aluminum frame (figure 11). The surface of the net 

(around the shapes to be printed) is covered with a special impermeable polymer that allows 

to print only the desired pattern during the process. The ink or other printing substance to 

be deposited on the surface of the substrate passes through the mesh thanks to the 

pressure exerted by the movement of the squeegee parallel to the screen (sliding movement 

on the surface of the screen). The pressure and velocity of the squeegee are also set up 

parameters. The screen printing process is generally used to deposit porous coating, 

however, modifying the composition of the ink, dense coatings can be obtained with this 

technique. The thickness of the coating can be easily controlled by increasing the number of 

deposition cycles, the pressure and velocity of the squeegee. 

 

� Process parameters 

During my work, the AUREL C900 screen printing machine (figure 11) was used. For all 

the samples, the machine settings were always the same: 
 

1. screen dimension: 10’’×10’’ – 230 meshes (Appendix – section 2); 

2. printed form – disk (d = 15mm); 

3. polyurethane squeegee – 9×9 cross-section [mm], length 80 [mm], hardness 80-85 

Shore A; 

 
Figure 11. Screen printing device developed by the 

AUREL Automation company and set up at CdM 

ParisTech. 

squeegee 

control panel 

screen 
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4. maximal velocity of the squeegee – 100 mm/min; 

5. squeegee pressure – always the same (constant distance between the sample and 

the screen and fixed settings on the printing head); 

6. layers were always printed by one path of the squeegee (with constant velocity). 
 

As mentioned before, the screen printing process requires the use of ink or slurry that 

will be applied onto the surface of the substrate. During my work, a recipe already optimized 

in the course of the IDEAL-Cell project was used and only the type of the powders and 

sintering parameters were changed depending on the type of samples. The ingredients of 

the suspension are [3, 4]: 

 

1. 6.0 g of BCY15 powder; 

2. 2.0 g of binder; 

3. 10 drops of dispersant ≈ 0.25g; 

4. 4 drops of solvent ≈ 0.23g. 

All components were thoroughly mixed in planetary ball milling for four hours with a 

velocity of 500 rpm. This operation was done to reduce the size of the agglomerates and to 

create an homogeneous suspension. 

 

� Sintering parameters of the samples 

For the sintering, two laboratory furnaces were used. Both of them are equipped with a 

manual programming system which offers a lot of possibilities: sintering temperature (from 

25 to 1800 °C), heating rate (from 0.1 to 10 °C/min) and sintering time. Moreover, both 

furnaces allow to set up a succession of 8 heating cycles. 

The main goal of my research was to deposit (in the simplest possible way) dense layers 

of the BCY15 electrolyte onto the surface of porous substrates. Therefore we decided that 

substrates and printed on their surfaces films should to be sintered together in one process. 

For this reason, the pellets and coatings deposited on their surfaces were always in raw form 

before sintering. During the work samples were subjected to many different heat treatments 

– information about them contains table 3.  
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� Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

The Scanning Electron Microscopy was the main technique used to characterize the 

quality of the coating, in terms of geometry (flatness and thickness) and microstructure, 

after sintering. For that purpose, two microscopes available at the Centre des Matériaux 

were used, a FEG HR ZEISS DSM982 Gemini microscope (figure 12) and a Nova NANOSEM 

450 (figure 13). 
 

 

Figure 12. Scanning electron microscope ZEISS DSM982 [web site of CdM]. 

 

Figure 13. Scanning electron microscope Nova NANOSEM 450 [www.hanyang.ac.kr]. 

 

To verify whether the results are positive or not, the cross-section and upper surface of 

each sample were watched. In order to observe cross-section, specimens were embedded in 

a technical epoxy resin, while observation of the surface required beforehand its optical 

polishing using abrasive papers (granularity from 600 [16 μm] to 4000 [2.5 μm]) and 

polishing discs (diamond pastes with granulation from 7 to 1 μm) increasingly fine. In order 

to allow electrical charge outflow, each sample was covered with a thin layer of 
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gold/palladium. This operation was necessary because BCY15 is not a conductive material. 

All SEM images which are presented in this work were taken in one of two modes: 
 

1. secondary electrons mode; 

2. backscattering electrons mode (to identify chemical differences). 
 

In the first and second mode, the primary electron beam energy was 5.0 or 10 kV, and 

15kV respectively. SEM images were collected at various magnifications: ×100, ×200, ×500, 

×800, ×1000, ×2000 and ×3000. 

 

� X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) 

This technique was used to characterize composition of the pulverulent materials and 

coatings deposited onto the surface of the substrate (cold pressed and sintered BCY15/007). 

Sintered samples were prepared using the following parameters: heating rate – 5°C/min, 

sintering temperature – 1400°C, and holding time at maximum temperature – 4 hours. The 

X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out using a SIEMENS equipment.  

 

All characteristics of the equipment are listed below: 

• XRD machine – SIEMENS; 

• goniometer – BRUKER D500; 

• wavelength from copper anti-cathode – Kα = 1.540 Å, filter Kβ – nickel plate; 

• working conditions of the X-ray tube – 45 kV and 25 mA; 

• angular range – from 17° to 100° with a 2θ-steps of 0.032° per second; 

• type of detector – position sensitive detector ELPHYSE entry slots 0.3°; 

• program for the analysis of results – Diffrac+, EVA and ICDD data base. 

 

Phase identification was achieved by comparing diffraction data with the International 

Centre for Diffraction Data  standards (PDF cards) processed on EVA software (Bruker AXS). 

 

� Thermo Gravimetry Analysis (TGA) [15] 

The TGA apparatus measures the mass variation of a sample subjected to a temperature 

cycle in a controlled atmosphere. This variation can be caused by a mass loss (vapour 

emission) or a mass gain (adsorption, reactivity, oxydation). Because of huge differences in 
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sintering behaviour between each powder having the same composition, thermogravimetric 

analyses was performed in order to investigate what can be the reason of such differences 

(carbonation, pollution, etc…).  

The experiments were carried out using TG 92 SETARAM equipment linked with 

a computer data recorder. The parameters of the experiments were as follows: 
 

• heating and cooling rate – 5 °C/min; 

• initial temperature – 25 °C; 

• maximum temperature – 1400 °C; 

• atmosphere – static air; 

• material of the sample holder – alumina; 

• initial mass of powders: 

• BCY15/007 – 144.76 mg; 

• BCY15/008 – 159.03 mg; 

• BCY15/CPT – 199.97 mg.  

The results are represent in form of graphs of weight change on temperature cycle. The 

overview allows us to observe the different weight change to the sintering conditions. 

6. Results and Discussion 

 

This chapter presents all important results that were obtained during my research in the 

Centre des Matériaux. It is divided into few sub-sections dedicated to different issues that 

had to be solved during my work. 

 

6.1 Characterization of the raw powders 

 

Although all the powders used to deposit layers were produced from the same material, 

i.e. BCY15, each of them behaves differently during sintering. Therefore, characterization of 

each powder was planned in order to interpret such a behavior. For that purpose, scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) and thermogravimetry (TG) 

analyses were implemented. 
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6.1.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analysis of raw powders 

 

All powders, before using them as a material for pellets or layers and also before these 

SEM tests were subjected to the decarbonation process. This simple heat treatment was 

taken at 1000°C for 1 hour with a heating rate of  2°C/min. Purpose of this process was to 

prevent hydratation and then formation of carbonate before using the powders.  

Each powder is represented below only by two images, the other ones can be found in 

appendix. Figures 14 and 16 show that the BCY15/007 and BCY15/008 powders are similar in 

terms of morphology (rod- and spherical-shaped agglomerates of small grains exceeding 

100 μm, figure 17) exhibit a broad particle size distribution. Nevertheless agglomerates in 

BCY15/007 powder are smaller and have more similar seizes. The granulometry of the 

BCY15/CPT powder (figures 18 and 19) is quite different from the 2 ones abovementioned: 

the particle size distribution is narrower (figure 18) and the powder is constituted of only 

small grains from 1 to 10 μm. Some agglomerates appear (about 100-150 μm) however a 

simply ultrasonic or thermal treatment would be enough to break them into micron 

particles. These observations helped to find important structural differences of powders 

which determine their sinterability. Powder BCY15/007 is sintering in easy way because it 

particles have different sizes and agglomerates are not very big. Such a distribution of 

powder components allows maximal packing because free spaces between big particles are 

fill with smaller one. Moreover, size of agglomerates is not too big so during the sintering 

particles which are creating these elements are joining together leaving no voids. Powder 

BCY15/008 also have various particles sizes but because of the presence of big agglomerates 

sintering is difficult. Too big agglomerates during sintering process leave inside empty spaces 

which hinder joints between particles. Photos of powder BCY15/CPT showed that this 

powder is quite different than those from MartionTechnology. All particles have very similar 

size and their shape is irregular which is likely to cause difficulties in the production of 

pellets. Moreover in the structure of that powder we do not observe many agglomerates as 

it was in powders BCY15/007 and 008. 
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Figure 14. SEM image of the BCY15/007 powder. 

 
Figure 15. SEM image of the BCY15/007 powder. 

 
Figure 16. SEM image of the BCY15/008 powder. 

 
Figure 17. SEM image of the BCY15/008 powder. 

 
Figure 18. SEM image of the BCY15/CPT powder. 

 
Figure 19. SEM image of the BCY15/CPT powder. 

 

 

6.1.2 X-ray diffraction measurements of no sintered and sintered powders 

 

X-ray diffraction experiments were undertaken in order to check compositions of raw 

powders (after decarbonation), and to see how this composition changes after sintering. 

For this latter powders were sintered in form of layers (electrolytes) on the surface of pellet. 
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As a substrate in these tests, the BCY15/007 was used. The samples characterized in this part 

were sintered at 1400°C for 4 hours with a heating rate of 5 °C/min.  

Each result is illustrated by separate graph where peaks corresponding to detected 

phases are marked with different colors. Results for one type of powder are always 

presented in the order: 1) raw powder “X”, 2) sintered powder “X” in form of layer. Original 

results and results arranged in twos (raw and sintered powder) can be found in appendix 

section 3. 

 

The figure 20 and 21 show the BCY15/007 material respectively in the form of raw 

powder and sintered layer. In both cases, BCY15 appears as the major phase along with 

weak peaks corresponding to cerium oxide (CeO2) and barium carbonate (witherite, BaCO3) 

as impurity phases. However, diffraction peaks of CeO2 are shifted towards higher diffraction 

angles by comparison with the ones referred in the data base: this shift indicates that the 

volume of the unit cell has been changed. In the present case, the shift towards higher 

angles denotes a decreases in the volume cell that can be explained by the partial 

substitution of Y3+ (ion radius: 0.92 Å in sixfold coordinence [17]) for Ce4+ (ion radius: 0.87 Å 

in sixfold coordinence [17]) in CeO2, in cooperation with the creation of oxygen vacancies as 

charge compensating phenomenon. Therefore, the composition of the compound which is 

formed is - (Ce,Y)O2. Concerning the powder, barium carbonate might come from 

hydratation of pulverulent BCY15 when it is stored or arise from decomposition of this latter 

during the synthesis process since (Ce,Y)O2 appears (BaCO3 + (Ce,Y)O2 � BCY15). 

 After sintering (figure 21) phase composition of material BCY15/007 has been changed. 

The main phase remained the same (BCY15) but peaks corresponded to that phase were 

splitted showing the presence of other phase - Ba(CeO3). Its presence indicates Y-deficient in 

BCY15 sintered material. XRD results showed also that heat treatment did not affect the 

presence of phase BaCO3 which still after the process was present in the structure. Moreover 

some weak peaks corresponding to Y2O3 exist. Unfortunately none experiment was carried 

out to explained such a phenomenon.  
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Figure 20. X-Ray diffraction patterns of raw powder BCY15/007 

 
Figure 21. X-Ray diffraction patterns of sintered powder BCY15/007 

 

The next investigated components were fabricated on the basis of the BCY15/008 

powder (figure 22 and 23). Comparing to the powder BCY15/007, XRD results for powder 

008 were a little bit different. In both cases (raw and sintered form) main phase is the same 

(barium cerium yttrium oxide) but components like BaCO3 and Y2O3 do not occur at all in the 

structures. The only one phase that that is present (except BCY15) in raw form of powder is -

CeO2. As it was shown before, diffraction peaks related to the CeO2 compound shift towards 
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higher angles. It means that some of the Ce atoms were replaced by Y ones giving rise to 

change in the cell parameters. The Ce(Y)O2 is then formed. Ce(Y)O2 may be originate from 

contamination during the manufacturing process or a product of decomposition of BCY15. In 

the latter case, BaO was formed and systematically evaporated. 

 After sintering (figure 23) peaks corresponded to the CeO2 disappeared and main 

peaks of BCY15 were splitted showing the presence of new phase. New formed peaks 

(shifted to the lower angles – green starts) correspond to the phase Ba(CeO3). This 

phenomenon can be explained by Y-deficient in BCY15/008 sintered powder. This lack 

caused that instead of BCY oxide, Ba(CeO3) was formed in the structure. 

 

 
Figure 22. X-Ray diffraction patterns of raw powder BCY15/008 
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Figure 23. X-Ray diffraction patterns of sintered powder BCY15/008 

 

 

 

The last investigated material was BCY15/CPT. First we made a test of raw powder – 

figure 24. It showed that BCY15 is the major phase but other compounds - cerium oxide 

((Ce,Y)O2), barium carbonate (witherite, BaCO3) and barium cerate (perovskite, BaCeO3) are 

present in the powder. The simultaneous existence of (Ce,Y)O2 and BaCO3 is a evidence that 

BCY15 partially decomposed during storage. 

After sintering (figure 25), the major phase remains BCY15. Nevertheless XRD peaks 

corresponded to that phase were splitted showing the presence of other phase - Ba(CeO3). 

Presence of that phase shows that Y partially leaves the main phase  BCY15 during the 

sintering. That phenomenon is confirmed by presence of Yttrium Oxide like a separate 

phase – it “consumed” some amount of Y which caused creation of Ba(CeO3) instead of 

BCY15 oxide.  
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Figure 24. X-Ray diffraction patterns of raw powder BCY15/CPT 

 

 
Figure 25. X-Ray diffraction patterns of sintered powder BCY15/CPT 
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6.1.3 Thermogravimetric (TG) analyses 

 

The principle of thermogravimetric (TG) analyses is to study the mass variation (gain or 

loss) of a sample submitted to a thermal cycle(s). The experiments were carried out using a 

TG 92 SETARAM with the aim at analyzing mass losses that took place during the sintering. 

For that purpose, the tests were carried out according to the heat cycle displayed in 

figure 26 (with a heating step of 5°C/min from room temperature up to 1400°C), that is to 

say in the same conditions than those of the sintering in furnaces. 
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Figure 26. Heating cycle set up for the thermogravimetric analyses. 

 

Results of thermogravimetric analyses are presented in figure 27 displaying the mass loss 

as a function of temperature. The curves shows that all the powders lose mass until the 

maximum temperature of the experiment is reached, and gained a part of it back during 

cooling. Regardless of the sample, the mass loss occurs in two step: the first step, between 

25°C and 700°C is small compared with the one measured between 700°C and 1400°C. 
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Figure 27. Results of thermogravimetry analyses. 

 

Based on the charts (figure 27) showing the results from TGA we can easily see that 

BCY15/007 powder has the highest weight loss compared to powders BCY15/CPT and 

BCY15/008. All three powders also gained some of the mass during the cooling process. All 

curves could be divided in two main sections. First section shows mass changes between 

25 – 700oC and second between 700 – 1400oC – grey line marks the boundary of these two 

areas. 

 

As You can see powder from CerPoTech Company (blue curve) until 700oC was very 

stable which proves the mild slope of the curve. After crossing this point with the 

temperature rises mass was decreasing very quickly until 1300oC. During that period weight 

decreased by almost 2,5%. Last stage of heating showed that rate of weight loosing 

significantly decreased. Total weight loss during the heating reached 2,75%. During the 

cooling process (as we can see on the graph) material gained almost 1% of the mass. This 

phenomena occurred until it reaches 400oC, after that the process stopped. 

Heating the powder BCY15/008 showed a bit different results then in last case. In first 

stage (until 700oC) mass of the sample decreased much more – around 0,5%. However this 

process took place quite slow – proves that small slope of the curve. After crossing 700oC 

sample started to lose mass very quickly until 1200oC when phenomena began to slow 
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down. Total weight loss during the heating reached 1,8%. Like in case of powder BCY15/CPT 

also here during the cooling powder gained almost 1% of the mass. 

Based on our results powder BCY15/007 showed the biggest change of the mass. Heating 

the sample to 700oC already caused big (comparing to the others) decreasing of the mass – 

almost 1,5%. Further increasing the temperature brought further losses but with an even 

higher rate – proves that high slope of the curve. Only final stage of the heating (after 

crossing 1300oC) showed that mass lose slowed down. Total weight loss during the heating 

for this sample was the biggest and reached 3,6%. Like in two previous powders also here 

cooling resulted in weight gain of almost 1%. 

In all three cases mass loss was due to the fact that some amount of the BaCO3 

decomposed during the sintering: BaCO3 → BaO + CO2. While mass gain during the cooling 

was caused by capturing the CO2 (from air) on the surface of the powder grains. 

 

6.2 Velocity of the squeegee 

 

The aim of this study was to find the velocity of the squeegee that gives rise to the best 

layers (sufficiently thin) after deposition. This subsection presents light optical microscope 

(LOM) images of layers coated onto the substrate using the screen printing technique along 

with their descriptions. According to the instruction manual, the speed of displacement has a 

big influence on the quality of the coating. During this test the pressure exerted on the 

screen and the screen itself remained the same. Each layer (as always) was made after one 

pass of the squeegee. 

 Pictures below present pellets (white circle) made of powder BCY15/008 as a 

substrate material and layers (green circles) made with different velocity of the squeegee. 

Each layers for these tests were made of powder BCY15/CPT. All photos presents these two 

parts in raw form. 

 Each sample after printing layers and optical observations were sintered at 

temperature of 1400oC for four hours. The aim of that treatment was to observe (only 

optical observations) changes in the coating after sintering – layer lamination, chipping etc. 
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Figure 28. Layer made with squeegee velocity of 

10mm/min. 

As it can be observed in figure 28, a slow 
speed (10 mm/min) lead to a layer with a 
rough surface. These latter shows a kind of 
“cellular” structure. Unfortunately, the 
adhesion of such coating is not good and the 
layer is come unstuck from the substrate 
after repeating handling. 

As in the previous case, the layer surface is 
not smooth. However, the “cellular” 
structure appears much finer but is still well 
visible. After sintering, all coatings that were 
investigated were locally skinned and at the 
very worst they break or come off from the 
support material. 

 

Figure 29. Layer made with squeegee velocity of 

30 mm/min. 

 

Figure 30. Layer made with squeegee velocity of 

60 mm/min. 

Increasing the speed of the squeegee leads to 
a smoother surface. At the speed of 
60 mm/min the results were better than in 
previous cases. For most of the specimens 
the adhesion after sintering of such coatings 
were good but from time to time some parts 
of layers were dropping off after sintering 
process. 
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Knowing that surface condition depends on 
the squeegee speed, this latter was bring up 
to 100 mm/min. As it can be seen in the 
LOM image, the surface smoothness is 
better compared with the previous sample - 
“cellular” structure is less visible. Such 
samples showed desired behavior during 
the sintering processes. The layers remained 
smooth with a good adhesion to the surface. 
The results were reproducible for each 
series of specimens. 

 

Figure 31. Layer made with squeegee velocity of 

100 mm/min. 

 

Figure 32. Layer made with squeegee velocity of 

150mm/min. 

As it can be observed in figure 32, the layer 
which was deposited using the highest 
squeegee speed (150 mm/min) presents the 
smoother surface. In this case, it is impossible 
to detect any “cellular” structure with naked 
eye. Even the sintering did not change their 
appearance, and no peeling of the coating 
from the base material was noticed. 
Nevertheless, new surface defects were 
observed – as local cavities. 

 

 

In order to confirm that the coating thickness strongly depends on the squeegee 

velocity, thicknesses of the green layers detailed above were measure on the basis of the 

cross-section images (figures 33 to 37) recorded by SEM. This simple correlation is presented 

in figure 38. These results are very helpful in the final decision on the choice of the squeegee 

speed. 
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Figure 33. Film thickness made with squeegee speed of 

10 mm/s. 

 

Figure 34. Film thickness made with squeegee speed of 

30 mm/s. 

 

Figure 35. Film thickness made with squeegee speed of 

60 mm/s. 

 

Figure 36. Film thickness made with squeegee speed of 

100 mm/s. 

 

Figure 37. Film thickness made with squeegee speed of 

150 mm/s. 
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Layer thickness in function of sgueegee speed
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Figure 38. Influence of the squeegee velocity on the thickness of the produced layers. 

 

 

� Final choice of the squeegee speed 

The squeegee speed selection was based on both the results presented above and on 

the information provided by the instruction manual [12]. On the basis of information from 

the manufacturer, change of the squeegee speed affects the thickness and quality of the 

applied coatings. If the aim is to obtain a thick layer the speed of the application should be 

as high as possible, while reducing the speed allows for producing thin films [12]. 

Furthermore, the manufacturer provides information about the possibility to generate 

defects in the layer. A high speed of the squeegee increases the likelihood that the 

suspension will remain under the screen (will not “stick” to the substrate material) with the 

occurrence of local defects that appear in the layer. 

Based on our own experience in screen printing and information from the instruction 

manual, a speed of 100 mm/min was chosen. This choice was justify by the fact that using 

this velocity smooth and adhesive layers were obtained after sintering. Furthermore, the 

applied films did not reveal any defects or other discontinuities that affect the final quality of 

the coatings. The last characteristics that helped in the selection of the speed was the fact 

that the film should be as thin as possible. As mentioned earlier (and prove by the test), this  

can be reached by minimizing the squeegee velocity. Therefore, based on all information 

presented before, velocity of 100 mm/min was chosen, because it gives a good compromise 

between thickness and quality of the layers. 
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6.3 Analysis of the compactness of the layers 

 

To characterize the density of the applied films onto the support materials, the SEM 

images collected by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) with a field emission gun ZEISS 

DSM982 Gemini (figure 12) or Nova NANOSEM 450 (figure 13) were used. Two different 

types of images were taken – one was devoted to the cross section of samples and second to 

surfaces of layers. 

For these tests two different scanning modes of SEM microscopes were used. Which of 

the modes was used was depending on the type of the sample. For the samples where 

substrate and coating were made of two different powders (LSCF48 for substrate and BCY15 

for layer), backscattering electrons mode was turn on. This option, thanks to different 

chemical composition of the parts allowed to collect images with high contrast. It helped 

also to observe boundary between film and base material. For the samples where pellets 

and layers were made of the same material (one of the BCY15 powder), secondary electron 

mode was used. It provided high resolution but because of the use of the same material did 

not allow a clear identification of the boundary between the base material and film. 

The table 3 gathers the characteristics of all the samples that were investigated in the 

course of my research. Samples were divided into three groups based on the type of the 

powder used as a material for layer. Columns present the most important parameters that 

were considered during the work. Assigned numbers do not correspond to the order of 

produce samples. 

Column “addition of ZnO” provides information weather ZnO was used or not in 

composition of pellets and layers. This additive was often added to improve the sinterability 

of BCY15 powders. Columns “Tmax”, “Time of heating” and “Temperature step” gather 

information about parameters used during the main sintering process of pellets with printed 

layers on their surfaces. The last three columns provide information weather samples were 

subjected to a preliminary sintering or not and what parameters were used. Only few 

samples were sintered preliminary to investigate it influence to the microstructure but all of 

them after this step were subjected to the main sintering described by the parameters 

presented in the previous columns.  
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Table 3. Characteristics of the samples fabricated during the research. 

Name Composition of the 
substrate 

Material of 
the film 

Addition of 
ZnO to the 
pellets and 

films 

Tmax 
[°C] 

Time of 
heating [h]  

Temperature 
step [°/min] 

Intermediate 
temperature 

T [°C] 

Time of 
intermediate 

heating 

Step in 
intermediate 
area [°/min] 

 FILMS BCY15/007         

1 BCY008 BCY15/007 NO (both) 1500 5 5 NO NO NO 
9 BCY007 BCY15/007 YES (both) 1300 4 5 NO NO NO 

15 BCY008 BCY15/007 YES (both) 1400 4 5 NO NO NO 
18 BCYCPT + 30 vol.% Graph BCY15/007 YES (both) 1400 4 5 700 3 2 
21 LSCF48 + 30 wt.% BCYCPT BCY15/007 YES (both) 1400 4 5 NO NO NO 
22 BCY008 BCY15/007 YES (both) 1300 4 5 NO NO NO 

23 LSCF48 + 30 wt.% BCYCPT BCY15/007 YES (both) 1400 4 5 700 4 2 

 FILMS BCY15/008         

2 BCY008 BCY15/008 NO (both) 1500 5 5 NO NO NO 
4 BCY008 BCY15/008 NO (both) 1500 7 5 NO NO NO 
5 BCY008 BCY15/008 NO (both) 1300 4 5 NO NO NO 
6 BCY008 BCY15/008 NO (both) 1500 9 5 NO NO NO 
7 BCY008 BCY15/008 YES (both) 1400 4 5 NO NO NO 
8 BCY008 BCY15/008 YES (both) 1300 4 5 NO NO NO 

19 LSCF48+30%(wg)BCYCPT BCY15/008 YES (both) 1400 4 5 NO NO NO 

 FILMS BCY15/CPT         

3 BCY008 BCY15/CPT YES (both) 1300 4 5 NO NO NO 
10 BCY007 BCY15/CPT YES (both) 1300 4 5 NO NO NO 
11 BCY007 BCY15/CPT YES (both) 1200 4 5 NO NO NO 
12 BCY007 BCY15/CPT YES (both) 1300 6 5 NO NO NO 
14 BCY008 BCY15/CPT YES (both) 1500 4 5 NO NO NO 
16 BCY008 BCY15/CPT YES (both) 1400 4 5 NO NO NO 
20 LSCF48 + 30 wt.% BCYCPT BCY15/CPT YES (both) 1400 4 5 NO NO NO 
24 LSCF48 + 30 wt.% BCYCPT BCY15/CPT YES (both) 1400 4 5 1050 2 3 
25 LSCF48 + 30 wt.% BCYCPT BCY15/CPT YES (both) 1400 4 5 NO NO NO 
26 LSCF48 + 30 wt.% BCYCPT BCY15/CPT YES (both) 1400 6 5 NO NO NO 
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6.3.1 Choice of the sintering parameters for BCY15 and BCY15/LSCF48 powders 

 

During the work, the BCY15 material from both Marion Technology (MT) and CerPoTech 

(CPT) companies, and LSCF48 from MT, were used to produce components for fuel cells. 

Coatings were always made with one of the BCY15 materials while for the substrates, the 

material composition was often changed to obtain the desired microstructure. The main goal 

of this research was to find parameters that in one production step will allow to obtain 

dense layers (made of BCY15) and porous substrates. 

This part of research was dedicated to the sintering tests of the raw powders (only after 

decarbonation in 1000°C for 1 hour). From the literature [4-17] and the PhD work [3], the 

BCY15 pulverulent materials have an aversion against sintering, so that very high 

temperature must be implemented (> 1300°C) to get relative density highest than 90% of 

the theoretical one. In the same time we had to remember that these parameters values had 

to give porous electrodes. To find the best sintering parameters for raw powders, tests have 

been done using pellets made with these materials. 

For most of the samples (before the annealing process) 1 wt.% of zinc oxide was added 

(to the pellets and films) to increase sinterability of the powder [16]. 

 

• The BCY15/008 powder 

 

The BCY15/008 powder from MT was first sintered at 1200 °C with a heating rate of 

5 °C/min and a holding time of four hours. Unfortunately, these parameters were not 

sufficient to obtain well-sintered ceramics that could be used as electrolyte in fuel cells. The 

same results were obtained for the samples sintered at higher temperatures, i.e. 1300°C 

(n° 5) and 1400 °C (n° 7). 

Because previous parameters did not provide expected microstructures of samples, it 

was decided to treat samples 4 and 6 with higher temperature for longer time. The samples 

4 and 6 represent pellets sintered at 1500°C for 7 and 9 hours respectively. Unfortunately, 

even such high temperature and long sintering time did not help to obtain full satisfactory 

results. 

Because sintering of pellets made of raw powder did not provide expected results other 

solution have been search. From bibliography sources have been found that some additives 
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can improve sintering of BCY15 materials. That is why it has been decided to add 1 wt.% of 

zinc oxide in order to improve powder sinterablility. To confirm this hypothesis, three 

samples were prepared from the BCY15/008 powder, and were sintered at 1300°C (n° 8), 

1400 °C (n° 7) and 1500°C for four hours with a heating rate of 5 °C/min. The addition of zinc 

oxide notably changed the results.  

Based on those results, ZnO was systematically added to all powders. Moreover tests 

with BCY15/008 powder allowed to choose output sintering parameters that since then have 

been used for others samples. These parameters are: heating rate – 5°C/min, sintering 

temperature – 1400°C, , step time – 4 hours. 

 

• The BCY15/007 powder 
 

In order to assess the influence of lowest temperatures on sinterability, three samples 

were prepared, adding ZnO as sintering aid, and annealed at 1200 °C (n° 11), 1300°C (n° 10) 

and 1400°C for 4 hours with a heating rate of 5 °C/min. 

Even at low temperature (e.g. 1200°C) pellets were very well-sintered. The same 

conclusion can be drawn from sintering at 1300°C and 1400°C. 

For reproducibility reasons, it has been decided that the best parameters for the 

BCY15/007 are: heating rate of 5 °C/min, sintering temperature 1400°C for 4 hours.  

 

• The BCY15/CPT powder 

 

Because of the difficulty in producing pellets from pure BCY15/CPT powder, the way of 

searching proper sintering parameters was changed. For this powder these parameters were 

determined on the basis of sinterability of layers made with BCY15/CPT powder on the 

surface of other BCY15 powder. Knowing that the best temperature step for these kind of 

powders is 5oC/min we decided to check only influence of maximal temperature. Tests were 

carried out in the temperature range from 1200oC to 1400oC. After many attempts we came 

to the conclusion that the best result gives temperature of 1400°C. Like in case with powder 

008 and 007 before heat treatment zinc oxide was added to the powder to improve the 

sintering. 
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• Mixtures of LSCF48 + 30 wt.% BCY15/CPT and of BCY15/CPT + 30 vol.% graphite 

 

Since BCY15/CPT is contained in both composites, a sintering temperature of 1400°C is 

retained. For the second mixture because of the graphite presence two step sintering was 

applied. First step was to heat pellet with slow heating rate (2 °C/min) until 700 °C and hold 

it for 3 hours. This stage was implemented in order to remove the graphite from the pellet 

leaving a porous microstructure. After this step, the temperature was brought up to 1400 °C 

(at 5 °C/min) and was maintained for 4 hours – main sintering. 

The preparation of the mixture containing 70 vol.% BCY15/CPT and 30 vol.% graphite 

was carried out according to the calculation detailed below that converts the volume 

proportion into the mass one. The calculation was made for a total composite mass of 100 g. 

 

Data: 

ρBCY15 = 6.21 g/cm3 

ρgraphite = 2.27g/cm3 

VBCY15 = 70% 

Vgraphite = 30% 

mT = 100 g 

Formulas: 

(density of the mixture) – ρmixture = VBCY15×ρBCY15 + Vgh×ρgh 

(mass fraction of powder CPT) – BCY15
mixture

BCY15
BCY15 V

ρ

ρ ×=ω  

(mass fraction of powder CPT) – 
T

BCY15
BCY15

m

m
ω =  

Obtained results: 

mBCY15 = 87 g 

mgh = 13 g 
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6.3.2 Compactness analysis of coatings with Scanning Electron Microscopy technique  

 

This subsection presents results of Electron Scanning Microscopy observation for three 

different powders used for layer application. The aim of this study was to determine 

whether the produced layers are compact or not. Results are divided in two groups. First 

group concern samples that were fully made of BCY15 material (layer and substrate), second 

group contain results were substrates were made of composite (70 wt.% LSCF48 and 30 

wt.% BCY15/CPT) and layers from one of the BCY15 powders. 

 

FIRST GROUP OF RESULTS (S AMPLES FULLY MADE OF BCY15 MATERIAL) 

 

Layer from the BCY15/008 powder 
 

As it was mentioned before, the BCY15/008 powder is hard-to-sinter. This point is clearly 

illustrates by the following part showing different SEM images of layers deposited from the 

BCY15/008 powder – some of the pictures of “less” interesting samples can be found also in 

appendix section 3. 

 

• Sample number 6 

 

Figures 39 to 42 present the cross section images of the sample number 6 in several 

magnifications. In the present case, the BCY15/008 powder was used as based active 

material to deposite layers and no zinc oxide was added. Following to deposition, the green 

layer was sintered at 1500°C for 9 hours with a heating rate of 5 °C/min. 

In spite of both components, the substrate and the layer, were fabricated on the basis of 

the same material, BCY15, the interface between them is visible. As it can be easily seen, the 

structure of deposited layer is disontinuous (figures 39 and 42) and inhomogenous. This 

discontinuities occurred in form of the big particles (figure 40 and 41) which might roll onto 

the surface of the substrate during deposition and in form of dense network of pores which 

would not provide the required tightness for gaseous products. Moreover thickness of the 

film was very irregular. Such a difference of the thickness cannot take a place in fully 

operational fuel cell, because it would result in local different electrical resistivity and it 

would decrease general efficiency of the device. As you can see, substrate microstructure is 
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highly porous which probably would provide good transport of gaseous particles. 

Unfortunately this structure presented on these photos is not fully sintered. Pure powder 

BCY15/008 was very difficult to sinter in a proper way that is why when in this case was no 

addition of the ZnO many areas of the sample were sintered very weekly and were spelling 

from the structure.  

Nevertheless screen printing operation allowed for fabrication a film with an 

homogeneous thickness (figure 40) of 20 μm. To sum up, such an electrolyte layer cannot be 

used in solid oxide fuel cell because its microstructure won’t be gastight. Nevertheless, these 

experiments show that the screen printing enable to produce thick films. 

 
 

 
Figure 39. Cross-section of the sample number 6. Figure 40. Cross-section of the sample number 6. 

 
Figure 41. Cross-section of the sample number 6. Figure 42. Cross-section of the sample number 6. 

 

 

• Sample number 7 
 

Figures from 43 to 46 illustrate SEM cross-section images of the sample number 7. In this 

case, 1 wt.% ZnO was added in the mixture to be deposited as sintering agent. The green 

film was sintered with a heating rate of 5 °C/min until 1400°C on hold at this temperature for 

4 hours. As it was even seen with naked eye, zinc oxide significantly facilitated sintering of 

Layer 

Substrate 

substrate 

layer 
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the powder BCY15/008. The interface between the substrate and the layer was difficult to 

identify, however, as this latter should be on the top, its microstructure appears much less 

porous than the one presented before. Moreover this means that the joint between 

substrate and film was strong and permanent. Nevertheless, the geometry and thickness of 

the layer (figure 46) were still very irregular which eliminate this assembly from application 

for fuel cells. 

Images showed that in the substrate porosity occurs almost with the same regularity and 

it’s not very high. Most of the pores have similar round shape and quantity but there are 

some of them which are much bigger and elongated. Nevertheless they do not crate 

necessary network of pores which would allow the gases pass throw the structure of 

electrode. 

Presented results are not very good, because layers were still porous and irregular and 

also substrate was too dense. Nevertheless this tests have shown that with proper additives 

it is possible to lower the temperature and obtain more dense layers. 

 

 

Figure 43. Cross-section of the sample number 7. Figure 44. Cross-section of the sample number 7. 

 
Figure 45. Cross-section of the sample number 7. Figure 46. Cross-section of the sample number 7. 
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• Sample number 8 

 

The next sample is presented in figures 47 to 50. Owing to the results obtained 

previously, the sintering temperature was lowered in order to show which could be this 

effect on the microstructure of the resultant layer. Therefore, the coating onto the substrate 

was sintered with a heating rate of 5°C/min until 1300°C and holding at this temperature for 

4 hours. As we predicted the layer microstructure was not very compact and it surface 

geometry was very irregular. In addition it was impossible to determine thickness of the film 

because boundary with substrate was not clear and in each area height was different. 

Nevertheless lack of clear boundary means that the joint between layer and substrate is 

permanent and strong. In the entire volume of the substrate porosity occurred quite 

regularly but mostly they were present one by one. Only in some areas pores “joined” each 

other creating networks of deep and long channels – regions marked in red. However 

decreasing the temperature did not affect sintering – all regions were well sintered. 

Based on examined specimens, microstructures of layer and substrate did not have 

expected structure which eliminate them from further considerations. 

 

Figure 47. Cross-section of the sample number 8. 
 

Figure 48. Cross-section of the sample number 8 

Figure 49. Cross-section of the sample number 8. 
 

Figure 50. Cross-section of the sample number 8. 
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Layers obtained from the BCY15/007 powder 
 

Powder BCY15/007 was undoubtedly the best sintering powder which was confirmed 

by results presented below. Images of “less” interesting samples are in appendix section 3. 

 

• Sample number 9 
 

The layer as well as the substrate were produced from the BCY15/007 powder from 

Marion Technologies. Results from the IDEAL-Cell project testified that is powder is highly 

sinterable [4] and sintering parameters are then well-known. After deposition, the whole 

assembly was sintered with a heating rate of 5 °C/min until 1300°C and hold at this 

temperature for 4 hours.  

Figures 51 to 54 displayed SEM cross-section images of the coating after sintering. As it 

can be easily seen the structure of the layer and substrate is very well sintered and compact. 

The film thickness is about 16 μm (figure 51) it structure is without porosity. Unfortunately 

the edge of the coating is very irregular and in many areas particles created big clusters. It 

can be better seen in the picture of the layer surface (figure 51) where zones in red present 

this problem. In the volume of the substrate porosity is very poor. Only in some areas we 

could observe single pores with size around 10 μm.  

Application of the powder BCY15/007 in the same time as a material for substrate and 

layer is not very a good solution. It is true that layer was very dense and it has proper 

thickness but base material did not have required porosity. Nevertheless we found that this 

powder can create compact structure even at temperatures lower then 1400oC. 

 
Figure 51. Cross-section of the sample number 9. 

 
Figure 52. Surface of the sample number 9. 
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Figure 53. Cross-section of the sample number 9. 

 
Figure 54. Cross-section of  the sample number 9. 

 

 

• Sample number 18 

 

Since we knew from previous tests that powder BCY15/007 in easy way can create dense 

structures we decided to increase porosity of the substrate to obtain desirable assembly. 

Therefore, as a base material we decided to use powder BCY15/CPT. Unfortunately creating 

pellets from this pure powder was impossible (to fragile), so we made a mixture with  

30 wt.% graphite to bind together powder particles and then to create a manipulable 

sample. We used graphite as a “binder” because it does not react with BCY powder and in 

easy way it can we evaporate from the structure during the sintering. Another advantage of 

using graphite is that it has pore forming property. To get rid of the graphite a two-stage 

thermal treatment was applied. First, the temperature was increased till 700°C, with a 

heating rate of 2°C/min, and is maintained for 3 hours in order to slightly decompose 

graphite. When the structure was free of graphite the “main” sintering was applied in order 

to get proper structure of the sample. The sample was heated with  heating rate of 5 °C/min 

until 1400°C and hold at this temperature for 4 hours – images 55-58 present results of this 

test.  

As it can be easily seen on the photos, layer made of powder BCY15/007 is fully compact. 

In it structure we did not observe any porosity or other forms of discontinuities. The edge of 

the film is sufficiently smooth so we could measure its thickness which is about 18 μm – the 

thickness was measured on the beginning of the layer (figure 58) because boundary 

between coating and substrate is not clear. Moreover we did not observe any cracks or 

delaminations and invisible boundary between film and base material indicates good 
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adhesion. In the structure of the substrate we observed many pores that were evenly 

distributed in whole bulk. The average size of single pore was around 10 μm. Nevertheless 

presence of the pores occurring in the structure one by one (without creating complex 

structures) is not enough for this application. 

This test confirmed that powder BCY15/007 can be use as a material for coating because 

in easy way it creates compact and thin structures. Nevertheless some parameters of the 

test should to be change to increase porosity of the substrate.  

Figure 55. Cross-section of  the sample number 18. 
 

Figure 56. Cross-section of  the sample number 18. 

Figure 57. Cross-section of  the sample number 18. 
 

Figure 58. Cross-section of  the sample number 18. 

 

 

Layers produced from the BCY15/CPT powder 

 

 Powder BCY15/CPT was specially developed by company CerPoTech like a material 

for dense electrolytes. Unfortunately our research (description below) showed that 

preparation compact structures with this powders is very difficult. Extra photos of some 

“less” interesting samples can be found in appendix section 3. 
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• Sample number 3 

 

In the present case, the BCY15/008 and BCY15/CPT powders were used as based 

materials for the substrate and the layer respectively. The deposited layer was directly 

sintered onto its substrate with a heating rate of 5°C/min until 1300°C and hold at this 

temperature for 4 hours. Both to the substrate and layer zinc oxide was added as a improver 

sintering material. 

 Based on the presented SEM images (figures 59-62) recognize the coating and substrate 

in this case was very easy. Film made of powder BCY15/CPT proved to be more porous then 

base material.  Most of the pores occur one by one as spotlights discontinuities of the films, 

but in some areas it is possible to distinguish more complex structures. Coatings and 

substrates are fused together very well, but because of the porosity it is possible to drawn 

the boundary between these two elements. Using the linear scale we estimated the 

thickness was around 25μm (figures 61 and 62). It is true that the layer did not have 

expected structure but powder showed that in easy way smooth and the same thickness 

coatings can be prepared. Comparing with the layers substrates had much lower porosity – 

only in some areas particles created porous structures.  

This test showed that layer made of powder BCY15/CPT and sintered together with 

substrate made of BCY15/008 at temperature 1300oC for 4 hours would not give expected 

microstructures of the parts.   

Figure 59. Cross-section of  the sample number 3. 
 

 
Figure 60. Cross-section of  the sample number 3. 

Figure 61. Cross-section of  the sample number 3. Figure 62. Cross-section of  the sample number 3. 
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• Sample number 16 

 

While deposition of the BCY15/CPT powder onto a substrate made of BCY15/008 did not 

lead to good results, in terms of compactness and microstructure of the layer, the sintering 

temperature was raised by 100°C. Therefore the whole assembly was sintered with a heating 

rate of 5 °C/min until 1400°C and hold at this temperature for 4 hours.  

The beginning of the coating (figures 63 to 66) allowed to distinguish the interface 

between both components and then to evaluate the layer thickness which is around 25 μm 

(figure 65). We found that used sintering parameters allowed to obtain dense film made of 

powder BCY15/CPT. Only in some zones we observed in this part small pores. The boundary 

between the substrate and the coating was not possible to identify. This mean that joint 

between this two parts is permanent and strong. Unfortunately changing the sintering 

temperature did not change the microstructure of the substrate which remained very 

compact.  

This test showed that with proper parameters is possible to create dense structures with 

powder BCY15/CPT. Nevertheless powder BCY15/008 is not suitable material for porous 

substrate. 

 

Figure 63. Cross-section of  the sample number 16. 

 

Figure 64. Cross-section of  the sample number 16. 
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Figure 65. Cross-section of  the sample number 16. 

 

Figure 66. Cross-section of  the sample number 16. 

 

• Samples number 10 and 12 

 

In the present case, the BCY15/007 powder was used as based material for the substrate 

with the intention of creating porosity in it. Regarding the information that powder 

BCY15/007 sintered in easy way, we decided to check it samples microstructures after 

sintering at lower temperature with two different times of heating. First sample was sintered 

with a heating rate of 5 °C/min until 1300°C and hold at this temperature for 4 hours. The 

results, presented in figures 67 and 68, show that the desired structures were opposite to 

what it was targeted at the beginning.  Layer proved to be more porous then the substrate. 

The thickness of that layer was around 25 μm.  

In order to increase the compactness of the layer, knowing perfectly well that porous 

microstructure won’t be reached for the substrate, the sintering time was raised by 2 hours. 

Therefore, the whole assembly (layer + substrate) was sintered at 1300°C for 6 hours setting 

up a heating rate of 5 °C/min. In this case, the layer thickness was estimated to be about 15 

μm. The figure 69 and 70 clearly illustrate that the coating was denser than the one 

presented before. Only from time to time in the structure of coatings we observed some 

small discontinuities – areas marked in blue (figure 69 and 70). However, it can be 

mentioned that the BCY15/007 powder is not suitable to produce porous substrate since its 

sinterability is high. 

This tests proved that powder BCY15/CPT finds better applications for porous structures 

but in some conditions dense one can be obtain as well. Moreover results showed that 

powder BCY15/007 is completely unsuitable as a material for electrodes. 
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Figure 67. Cross-section image of the sample number 10. Figure 68. Cross-section image of the sample number 10. 

 
Figure 69. Cross-section image of the sample number 12. 

 
Figure 70. Cross-section image of the sample number 12. 

 

 

Summary of first group of the results 

 

In this part of the experiment we did not get assemblies that we were expected, but tests 

provided many important information that could be use in further research: 

1. Parameters of the printing machine gives coatings with expected thickness 

2. Powder BCY15/007 and 008 in coating applications in easy way create dense 

structures 

3. None of the powder create enough porous structures when is used as a base material 

4. Powder BCY15/CPT easily sintered but did not create compact structures 
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SECOND GROUP OF RESULTS (LAYERS MADE OF BCY15 MATERIAL, SUBSTRATES MADE OF 

COMPOSITE MATERIAL LSCF48+BCY15/CPT ) 

 

Regarding the information from previous tests, new strategy was implemented either to 

obtain a clear separation between the substrate and the layer (thickness could be measured 

in easy way) and to improve densification of this latter. This strategy comprised modification 

of the composition of the substrate which will allow use of the backscattering electron mode 

in SEM, and will increase its shrinkage parallel to the interface of the layer. Greater 

contraction of the substrate creates additional force which acts on the layer in compressive 

way. Such a effect during the sintering should to facilitate densification of the film, because 

will force particles of the powder to get closer to the maximum. Thanks to the different 

composition of the coating and substrate, images taken by SEM technique have high 

contrast which allow in more details distinguish important areas of sample. For this reason, a 

composite made of 70 wt.% LSCF48 and 30 wt.% BCY15/CPT was used for the substrate. This 

composition presents several advantages linked to the presence of LSCF48:  

1) LSCF48 is the standard material used as cathode for SOFC;  

2) LSCF48 is more easily to sinter than BCY15, this would suggest a better shrinkage of    

     the substrate that will “assist” the layer sintering by contraction;  

3) The LSCF48/BCY15 mixture has excellent electrical properties demonstrated in the 

 course of the IDEAL-Cell project [4]. 

 After deposition, the raw layers and substrates were sintered with heating rate of 5 °C/min 

until 1400°C and hold at this temperature for 4 hours. 

Pictures and descriptions below present three samples. In each, layer of the sample is 

made from one of the powders BCY15 and substrate stayed always the same - 70 wt.% 

LSCF48 and 30 wt.% BCY15/CPT. Title above the group of the pictures says with what powder 

coating was made. 
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• Layer made with powder BCY15/008 

 

The change of the strategy where substrate is made of different material and it shrink 

greater then layer gave very promising effect. The results of the experiment are presented in 

figures 71 to 74. They are promising in the sense that the appropriate microstructures are 

obtained for the substrate (porous electrode with porosity size from 1 to 4 μm, figures 71 

and 73) and the layer (dense electrolyte with grain size from 1 to 10 μm, figure 72).  

Moreover, the interface between both components is visible and allow to measure the layer 

thickness, in this case it is about 17 μm (figure 71). Combination of such a structures 

presented in the photos can by perfectly use in a fuel cell applications.  

 Nevertheless, more accurate analysis showed that some cracks appear in the coating 

and substrate (figure 71 and 73). Some of the fractures in the base material are quite large 

but do not affect the structure of the film. However during the thermal cycles (in which fuel 

cell will be working) cracks like that may increase their sizes thanks to the thermal expansion 

which causes expansion and contraction of the parts. Such a behavior can lead to the 

damages of the film and electrodes which may cause decrease of the efficiency or even total 

destruction of the cell. Even more dangerous are cracks in the electrolytes. If fractures 

during the fuel cell operation will cause discontinuity of the coatings, electrons won’t pass 

throw the external circle (but throw the structure of the cell) and this will result in the total 

voltage drop. Moreover oxygen and hydrogen will be able to mix freely which may lead to an 

explosion. Nevertheless cracks visible in the layers can be caused by external factors. It is 

likely that during the preparation of the sample (mounting and polishing) coating could be 

damaged.  
 

Figure 71. Cross-section of the sample number 19. 
 

Figure 72. Surface of the sample number 19. 

layer 

base material 
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Figure 73. Cross-section of the sample number 19. Figure 74. Surface of the sample number 19. 

 

   

• Layer made with powder BCY15/007 

 

Owing to these preliminary results, that use of the powder BCY15/007 in simply way 

provides compact structures, a modify strategy was used in order to increase the level of the 

porosity in the substrate. To reach this objective, the mixture constituted of 70 wt.% LSCF48 

and 30 vol.% BCY15/CPT and the easy-to-sinter BCY15/007 powder were used for the 

substrate and the layer respectively. After deposition, the whole assembly was sintered for 

4 hours at 1400°C with a heating rate of 5°C/min. These experimental conditions led to very 

promising results, in the sense that layer was fully dense (figures from 75 to 78) and the 

substrate was sufficiently porous. Thickness of the layer was about 15 μm. From research 

made in CdM it appears that such a value gives optimal compromise between electrical 

resistance and mechanical strength. Moreover, thickness of the film (figures 75 - 77) is very 

regular over the entire length of the sample and it surface is very smooth and uniform.   

Such a parameters during the operation of the fuel cell will ensure optimal and non 

disturbance work of the device and will extend its life cycle. In addition, tests showed that 

the joint between film and the base material is permanent and well sintered but in some 

areas cracks between these two elements are visible. Their presence is due to the internal 

cracking of the substrate structure. Such a fractures propagate from the bulk and reach the 

upper layers weaken the joints between film and substrate. Based on the SEM images 

(figures 75, 76 and 77) in our opinion the microstructure of the base material (which would 

play the role of the electrode) appears to be porous enough. As it can be easily seen, pores 

create very complex network of channels and tunnels that would facilitate transport of gas 

ions. Nevertheless, some crack of more than 50 μm (areas in red, figures 75, 76 and 77) and 
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large agglomerates (figure 75 – green circles) of BCY15 particles (> 200 μm) are visible in the 

substrate. Presence of the cracks can be dangerous for whole assembly because during the 

thermal cycles they can propagate and break thin film of electrolyte, decrease efficiency of 

the system or even cause total destruction of the fuel cell. Agglomerates made of powder 

BCY15/CPT may also cause disturbances during the fuel cell work. First of all we saw that 

most of the cracks start on the boundary between agglomerates and main matrix. 

Furthermore these areas have a less porous structure which can affect the flow of ions and 

decrease total efficiency of the device. To avoid the problem of the cracks and the ions 

transport, composite should be more homogeneous and process of mixing components 

should allow breaking of BCY15/CPT agglomerates. Image of surface (figure 78) showed that 

grains of the layer have similar shape and size and they are very good sintered together. The 

average size of the grain is 6 μm. The discontinuities of the microstructure are very rare and 

their size is very small comparing to the well sintered grains. 

 
 

 
Figure 75. Cross-section of  the sample number 21. 

 
Figure 76. Surface of  the sample number 21. 

Figure 77. Cross-section of  the sample number 21. 
 

Figure 78. surface of  the sample number 21. 
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• Layer made with powder BCY15/CPT 

 

For this sample as a material for coating we used powder BCY15/CPT. The material of 

substrate remained a mixture containing 70 vol.% LSCF48 and 30 vol.% BCY15/CPT. After 

deposition like in two previous samples, the raw assembly was sintered for 4 hours at 

1400°C with a heating rate of 5 °C/min.  

Unfortunately in this case, the obtained results were not as good as were expected. Most 

of all, film made of powder BCY15/CPT did not create compact structure which is required 

for electrolyte in fuel cells. Did not help even use of faster shrinking material as a substrate 

which should to force the particles of the layer to create close packing arrangements. As it 

can be seen in the SEM images, pores sizes in the layer are around 5 μm but some of them 

are bigger and they even cause discontinuities of the coating. Moreover, the layer thickness 

does not appear to be regular since some of the areas have 15 μm and some of them have 

around 25 μm.  

 Like in two previous cases with powders BCY15/007 and 008 also here substrate showed 

highly porous structure (areas marked in red on image 79). Nevertheless in this case we did 

not observe a problem with the cracks in the bulk. Moreover longer mixing of the 

components (used in this case) resulted in a decrease of BCY15/CPT agglomerates sizes and 

their more homogenous distribution - the green zones marked on the photos 81 and 82 

showed clusters of almost pure BCY15/CPT powder that were present in the substrate 

microstructure. Regarding to the results presented on the SEM images from 79 to 82 we 

decided that observation of the layer surface is unnecessary because intern porosity of the 

coating is too high.  

The combined use of LSCF48 and BCY15 from CerPoTech is promising to produce porous 

substrates. Nevertheless, such a BCY15 powder is not suitable to deposit dense films. 
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Figure 79. Cross-section image of the sample number 25. Figure 80. Cross-section image of the sample number 25. 

 
Figure 81. Cross-section image of the sample number 25. 

 
Figure 82. Cross-section image of the sample number 25. 

 

Summary of second group 

 
 Samples presented above, where layers were made from one of the three BCY15 

powders deposited on the surface of the composite (70 vol.% LSCF48 and 30 vol.% 

BCY15/CPT) showed the best results from entire research.  

 In all three cases, (based on the SEM images) we think (from the experience with 

previous projects) that the structure of the substrate was porous enough to allow the proper 

transport of oxygen and hydrogen gases. Moreover, obtained thickness around 15 μm 

ensure a perfect combination of low electrical resistance and mechanical strength that will 

provide the best efficiency and many hours of reliable work. The biggest problem noticed in 

samples with layers made of powders BCY15/007 and 008 were cracks and big agglomerates 

in the structure of the substrate which caused local delamination of the layer. Nevertheless, 

longer mixing time of the raw composite (like in case with last sample) showed that this 

problems can be minimized because agglomerates are much smaller and the structure is 

more homogeneous.  
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 Our tests showed that the best powder for compact, smooth and homogeneous layers is 

BCY15/007. With this powder in easy way we can create optimal films with proper thickness 

and good adhesion with composite LSCF48+BCY15/CPT. Other two powders did not show 

such a good behavior. Powder BCY15/008 created dense structures but the coatings showed 

significant sensitivity to mechanical damages while with powder BCY15/CPT we did not 

found parameters that could provide enough close packing of powder particles. 

 

7. Conclusions 

 

The objective of the research was to obtain data on the used ceramic powders and their 

sintering processes so as to create semi-thick and dense electrolyte layers of BCY15 powders 

for fuel cell operating at intermediate temperature. Particularly, we wanted to find influence 

of screen printing machine settings, sintering temperatures, powders features and substrate 

materials to the quality of the layers and base material.  

Considering our results, we can conclude that the best sintering parameters for BCY15 

powders that we were using are: temperature step - 5oC/min, maximal sintering 

temperature - 1400oC and holding time - 4h. Moreover addition of 1% (weight) zinc oxide is 

necessary in order to facilitate sintering. 

The SEM images of raw powders and information provided by manufactures confirmed 

that particles size distribution and presence of agglomerates have a big influence on the 

shaping and sintering behavior. Both of these characteristics are easier to achieve when the 

grain size distribution is diversified. 

Results of many cross-sections analysis showed that obtaining only dense coatings 

(without considering structure of the substrate) is relatively easy. The really challenge is to 

create from raw powders (in one sintering process) dense films and porous substrates in the 

same time. To do this we used like a substrate composite (LSCF48+BCY15/CPT) that in easy 

way forms porous structures in high sintering temperatures and it contract faster than layer. 

This faster contraction of the substrate during the sintering contributes to the creation of 

additional force (compressive force) causing densification of film. From our research the best 

results using this technique showed samples with layers made of powder BCY15/007 and 

008 (respectively sample n.21 and n.19).  
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Newly created (specifically for this project) powder BCY15 from company CerPoTech 

unfortunately turned out to be useless to produce dense coatings. Nevertheless this powder  

has the potential to be used in the future for porous structures – for example for 

membranes.  

XRD and thermogravimetric analyses showed that all used powders have a various 

phase composition (before and after sintering) and various weight loss during the heating. 

Such results allow to draw the conclusion that there are the reasons of different sintering 

behavior. 

Our studies showed also that the velocity of the squeegee in screen printing technique 

have impact to the thickness and quality of printed coatings. These characteristics can be 

controlled in easy way. Used by us speed of squeegee (100mm/min) provided expected film 

thickness around 15μm (that will ensure minimum electrical resistance with maintaining the 

necessary mechanical properties) and very good quality without porosity. 

  

8. Perspectives 

 
On the end of my research we came to the conclusion that samples which layers were 

made of powders BCY15/007 and 008 on the surfaces of substrates made of 

LSCF48+BCY15/CPT showed very promising results and it is worth to test their efficiency in 

laboratory conditions. For that reason CdM has to produce samples were middle porous 

section has on both sides dense layers of electrolyte. To achieve that, new procedure of 

manufacturing layers has to be develop. The reason for this is that the screen printing 

machine do not allow to print two raw layers (without sintering) on different sides of 

substrate without damaging one of them - this is due to the positioning samples in screen 

printing machine. When this procedure will be known and efficiency tests will be positive the 

last stage of the project will be the construction of a fully functioning cell where some 

elements are made of powder BCY15 using screen printing technique. 
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10.  Appendix 

 
Section 1 - Literature review 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Influence of the offset on deformation of the screen [11] 

 
 
 

 
Section 2 - Materials and experimental procedures 
 

 
Figure 2. powder BCY15 from CerPoTech 

 
Figure 3. powder BCY15 from CerPoTech 

Presented photos were taken in CerPoTech Company and sent to Centre des Materiaux to 

determine size of single particle.   

 
 
 
 

Scontact 

Scontact 

Scontact 

Offset <<1mm 
Offset >>1mm 

Offset = 1mm 
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Table 1. Data about screens used in screen printing technique 

 
 
Table presents information about stainless steel mesh that was used during the internship – 
marked on red. 
 
 

Section 3 – Results and their discussion  
 

*Powder 008* 
 

 
Figure 4. Cross-section of sample 13 

 
Figure 5. Cross-section of sample 13 

 
Figure 6. Cross-section of sample 13 

 
Figure 7. Cross-section of sample 13 
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*Powder 007* 
 
Sample number 15. 

 
Figure 8. Cross-section of sample 15 

 
Figure 9. Cross-section of sample 15 

 
 
Sample number 22. 

 
Figure 10. Cross-section of sample 22 

 
Figure 11. Cross-section of sample 22 
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*Powder CPT* 
Sample number 11 

 
Figure 12. Cross-section of sample 11 

 
Figure 13. Cross-section of sample 11 

 
Sample number 14 

 
Figure 14. Cross-section of sample 14 

 
Figure 15. Cross-section of sample 14 

 
Sample number 20 

 
Figure 16. Cross-section of sample 20 

 
Figure 17. Cross-section of sample 20 
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Sample number 24 

 
Figure 18. Cross-section of sample 24 

 
Figure 19. Cross-section of sample 24 

 
Sample number 26 

 
Figure 20. Cross-section of sample 26 

 
Figure 21. Cross-section of sample 26 
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*X-Ray diffraction* 
 
 

Powder BCY/007 
BCY15-007

78-0694 (C) - Cerium Oxide - CeO2 - Y: 0.57 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Cubic - a 5.41090 - b 5.41090 - c 5.41090 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 90.000 - Face-centred - Fm-3m (225) - 4 - 158.419 - I/Ic PDF 14.5 - S-Q 5.
71-2394 (C) - Witherite - BaCO3 - Y: 1.17 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Orthorhombic - a 5.31260 - b 8.89580 - c 6.42840 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 90.000 - Primitive - Pmcn (62) - 4 - 303.805 - I/Ic PDF 6.8 - S-Q 17.0 
81-1386 (C) - Barium Cerium Yttrium Oxide - Ba(Ce0.9Y0.1)O2.95 - Y: 76.69 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Orthorhombic - a 8.77050 - b 6.22330 - c 6.23930 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 90.000 - Primitive - Pmcn (62) - 4 - 
Operations: Import
BCY15-007 - File: BCY15-007cor3.raw - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 14.987 ° - End: 99.755 ° - Step: 0.032 ° - Step time: 1. s - Temp.: 25 °C (Room) - Time Started: 16 s - 2-Theta: 14.987 ° - Theta: 7.500 ° - Chi: 0.00 ° - Phi: 0.00 ° 
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Figure 22. XRD spectrum of non sintered powder BCY15/007 

 
BCY15-fritté-007 ter

71-2394 (C) - Witherite - BaCO3 - Y: 1.04 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Orthorhombic - a 5.31260 - b 8.89580 - c 6.42840 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 90.000 - Primitive - Pmcn (62) - 4 - 303.805 - I/Ic PDF 6.8 - 
83-0533 (C) - Barium Cerium Oxide - Ba(CeO3) - Y: 60.42 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Cubic - a 4.42800 - b 4.42800 - c 4.42800 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 90.000 - Primitive - Pm-3m (221) - 1 - 86.8206 - I/Ic PDF 16.9 
20-1412 (N) - Yttrium Oxide - Y2O3 - Y: 2.43 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Hexagonal - a 3.81 - b 3.81000 - c 6.08 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 120.000 - Primitive - P-3m1 (164) - 1 - 76.4336 - F9= 21(0.0320,13)
81-1386 (C) - Barium Cerium Yttrium Oxide - Ba(Ce0.9Y0.1)O2.95 - Y: 100.00 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Orthorhombic - a 8.77050 - b 6.22330 - c 6.23930 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 90.000 - Primitive - Pmcn (62) - 4 
Operations: Import
BCY15-fritté-007 ter - File: BCY15-fritté-007 tercor2.raw - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 17.003 ° - End: 99.723 ° - Step: 0.032 ° - Step time: 1. s - Temp.: 25 °C (Room) - Time Started: 33 s - 2-Theta: 17.003 ° - Theta: 7.500 ° - Chi: 0.
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Figure 23. XRD spectrum of  sintered powder BCY15/007 
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Figure 24. XRD spectrum of  sintered and raw powder BCY15/007- black curve correspond to raw powder, red 

correspond to sintered one. 
 
 
 
Powder BCY15/008 

BCY15-008

78-0694 (C) - Cerium Oxide - CeO2 - Y: 2.08 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Cubic - a 5.41090 - b 5.41090 - c 5.41090 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 90.000 - Face-centred - Fm-3m (225) - 4 - 158.419 - I/Ic PDF 14.5 - S-Q 12
81-1386 (C) - Barium Cerium Yttrium Oxide - Ba(Ce0.9Y0.1)O2.95 - Y: 69.27 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Orthorhombic - a 8.77050 - b 6.22330 - c 6.23930 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 90.000 - Primitive - Pmcn (62) - 4 - 
Operations: Import
BCY15-008 - File: BCY15-008cor2.raw - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 14.987 ° - End: 99.723 ° - Step: 0.032 ° - Step time: 1. s - Temp.: 25 °C (Room) - Time Started: 26 s - 2-Theta: 14.987 ° - Theta: 7.500 ° - Chi: 0.00 ° - Phi: 0.00 ° 
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Figure 25. XRD spectrum of non sintered powder BCY15/008 
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BCY15-008-fritté

83-0533 (C) - Barium Cerium Oxide - Ba(CeO3) - Y: 85.42 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Cubic - a 4.44467 - b 4.44467 - c 4.44467 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 90.000 - Primitive - Pm-3m (221) - 1 - 87.8048 - I/Ic PDF 16.9 
81-1386 (C) - Barium Cerium Yttrium Oxide - Ba(Ce0.9Y0.1)O2.95 - Y: 79.17 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Orthorhombic - a 8.77050 - b 6.22330 - c 6.23930 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 90.000 - Primitive - Pmcn (62) - 4 - 
Operations: Import
BCY15-fritté008-Cu-210812 - File: BCY15-fritté008-Cu-210812cor2.raw - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 18.000 ° - End: 99.760 ° - Step: 0.032 ° - Step time: 1. s - Temp.: 25 °C (Room) - Time Started: 16 s - 2-Theta: 18.000 ° - Theta: 
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Figure 26. XRD spectrum of  sintered powder BCY15/008 
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Figure 27. XRD spectrum of  sintered and raw powder BCY15/008- red curve correspond to raw powder, blue 

correspond to sintered one. 
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Powder BCY15/CPT 
BCY15-CPT

81-1386 (C) - Barium Cerium Yttrium Oxide - Ba(Ce0.9Y0.1)O2.95 - Y: 64.93 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Orthorhombic - a 8.77050 - b 6.22330 - c 6.23930 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 90.000 - Primitive - Pmcn (62) - 4 - 
83-0533 (C) - Barium Cerium Oxide - Ba(CeO3) - Y: 21.07 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Cubic - a 4.43911 - b 4.43911 - c 4.43911 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 90.000 - Primitive - Pm-3m (221) - 1 - 87.4757 - I/Ic PDF 16.9 
71-2394 (C) - Witherite - BaCO3 - Y: 1.65 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Orthorhombic - a 5.31260 - b 8.89580 - c 6.42840 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 90.000 - Primitive - Pmcn (62) - 4 - 303.805 - I/Ic PDF 6.8 - S-Q 14.6 
78-0694 (C) - Cerium Oxide - CeO2 - Y: 5.67 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Cubic - a 5.41090 - b 5.41090 - c 5.41090 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 90.000 - Face-centred - Fm-3m (225) - 4 - 158.419 - I/Ic PDF 14.5 - S-Q 12
Operations: Import
BCY15-CPT - File: BCY15-CPTcor3.raw - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 14.987 ° - End: 99.787 ° - Step: 0.032 ° - Step time: 1. s - Temp.: 25 °C (Room) - Time Started: 17 s - 2-Theta: 14.987 ° - Theta: 7.500 ° - Chi: 0.00 ° - Phi: 0.00 
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Figure 28. XRD spectrum of non sintered powder BCY15/CPT 

 
BCY15-CPT fritté bis

41-1105 (*) - Yttrium Oxide yttria - Y2O3 - Y: 2.69 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Cubic - a 10.6041 - b 10.60410 - c 10.60410 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 90.000 - Body-centred - Ia3 (206) - 16 - 1192.40 - I/Ic PDF 9.1 - S-Q
83-0533 (C) - Barium Cerium Oxide - Ba(CeO3) - Y: 41.67 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Cubic - a 4.43541 - b 4.43541 - c 4.43541 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 90.000 - Primitive - Pm-3m (221) - 1 - 87.2572 - I/Ic PDF 16.9 
81-1386 (C) - Barium Cerium Yttrium Oxide - Ba(Ce0.9Y0.1)O2.95 - Y: 56.51 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406 - Orthorhombic - a 8.77050 - b 6.22330 - c 6.23930 - alpha 90.000 - beta 90.000 - gamma 90.000 - Primitive - Pmcn (62) - 4 - 
Operations: Import
BCY15-CPT fritté bis - File: BCY15-CPT fritté biscor2.raw - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 16.971 ° - End: 99.595 ° - Step: 0.032 ° - Step time: 1. s - Temp.: 25 °C (Room) - Time Started: 16 s - 2-Theta: 16.971 ° - Theta: 7.500 ° - Chi: 
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Figure 29. XRD spectrum of  sintered powder BCY15/CPT 
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Figure 30. XRD spectrum of  sintered and raw powder BCY15/CPT- red curve correspond to raw powder, black 

correspond to sintered one. 
 
 


